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Why You NEED to Care
about Cybersecurity
Cyber-attacks can drastically affect your
business, your profitability, and your future.
Only 6% of companies with a major data loss
survive long term, while 43% of companies
with a major data loss do not even reopen,
and the remaining 51% close within two years!
[Sources: IBM7 & Gartner Group12]

Do I have your attention now?
“While 10 years ago, information security
was seen chiefly as an IT topic, it has now
been elevated to the status of a boardroom
issue.” - SAP20
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Executives must stop ducking their heads
underground and realize cyber-attacks are
a real threat, and they target companies of
all sizes; whether you’re a large Fortune 500
company, or a small business with a just a
couple of employees.
These cyber attackers, known as hackers,
can penetrate businesses in three ways:
a highly-targeted effort usually trying for
the “big score” to get rich and famous,
an internal attack by an employee, or by
targeting the quick and easy “open window”
that most small business owners unwittingly
provide these criminals.
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Global Epidemic
71% of IT security
professionals in North
America and Europe indicated
that their global network
had been compromised by
a cyber-attack.
– 2015 Cyberthreat
Defense Report17

How a Cyber-Attack Puts
You Out of Business!
A cyber-attack can cause a work stoppage and prevent your
employees from doing work – no production, no accounting,
no sales; nothing for hours, days, or even weeks!

Down Time Due to a Breach

These work stoppages happen because hackers prevent your team from
accessing the data they need to perform their daily tasks. Days of lost
production and sales adds up quickly, which is why many companies do
not survive a cyber-attack.
Other times, cyber-attacks slow down your team causing your company
to gradually lose productivity, which can take many months before
it is caught. Even when companies finally discover the cause of this
productivity loss, they often struggle to fix it. With the cost involved to
remediate a cyber-attack paired with a lack of financial resources left to
pay for the remediation often puts companies under.
Even if a hacker does not block you from your data or slow your
company down, they can breach your systems and steal your data
and sell it on the black market, also known as the Dark Web.
Each compromised record goes for $158; now multiply that by
10,000 records! That $1.5 million price tag is why criminals want
your data. For healthcare providers, you’re an even bigger target
because healthcare records go for 2.3 times that ($355 per record)
bringing that bounty up to $3.6 million!18
Now the cost of dealing with a data breach is where executives get
punched in the gut. Your entire board gets entangled in recovering
from data breaches from finding out what happened, dealing with
restoring the data, getting production back on track, further securing

No Outage

Less Than 1 Hour

1-8 Hours

7%

13%

45%

9-16 Hours

17-24 Hours

Over 24 Hours

15%

11%

9%

Data Source: Cisco 2017 Annual Cybersecurity Report5
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“The C-suite can
no longer ignore
the drastic impact
a data breach
has on company
reputation.”
- Data Breach Industry
Forecast 20158
4
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your network, communicating the breach
to customers and vendors, reassuring
prospective clients everything is okay, and
dealing with the bad publicity. If you are a
CEO or a CFO, I’m sure you can see the sheer
number of hours needed to handle all this
work and the dollar signs are probably racking
up in your head too.
For many companies, the bad publicity from a
data breach alone severely costs them in lost
clients and future sales. According to Cisco’s
2017 Security Capabilities Benchmark Study,
38% of organizations attacked lose a substantial
amount of revenue (more than 20%), 42% had a
substantial loss of new opportunities, and 39%
lose a substantial amount of customers as a
direct result of an attack.
Now lets throw in the fines of a data
breach that some industries receive from

required compliances. For example,
FDIC regulations in banking, HIPAA guidelines
for medical practices and companies dealing
with patient data, and PCI-DSS for every
company that accepts credit cards.
Money isn’t the only thing that can be lost.
“In the case of a hospital or other medical
organization, patients’ lives may be put at
risk as essential medical equipment may be
affected. Patient records including medical
history may also be inaccessible, leading
to delays in treatment or even incorrect
medication being administered.”22

Business Functions
Most Likely to Be
Affected by a Breach
Operations

36%

Finances

30%

Brand Reputation

26%

Customer Retention

26%

Partner Relationships

22%

Supplier Relationships

20%

Legal Engagements

20%

Regulatory Scrutiny

19%

Anyone else smell a lawsuit brewing?
I take it that I have your attention now!
Keep in mind, according to Kaspersky,
4 out of 5 Windows users have been affected
by malware over the past 12 months.3

Percentage of Systems Impacted Due to a Breach

Data Source: Cisco 2017 Annual
Cybersecurity Report5

No
Impact

1-10%
Impacted

11-30%
Impacted

31-50%
Impacted

Over 50%
Impacted

1%

19%

41%

24%

15%

Data Source: Cisco 2017 Annual Cybersecurity Report
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Cyber Threats to Your Company
cy·ber·at·tack (sahy-ber-uh-tak) noun
1. An attempt by hackers to damage or
destroy a computer network or system.
Although the definition of cyber-attack is
simple, the variety of threats are broad and
punishing. Many of these efforts are brutal on
a company if the attack is successful. Most of
the time companies are caught off guard and
do not notice a breach for months. Besides
trying to access your data to resell it on the
black market, some hackers look for fame,
vengeance, or want to steal your company’s
identity, which affects your company’s credit.

Hack
A hack is the most
popular method for
breaking into company’s
systems, and it simply
refers to a direct
network attack. Most
hackers will take their
time to find vulnerabilities on your network
and stealthily try different tactics until they
find the perfect approach to penetrate your
system, ideally without being noticed and
without leaving a trace of being there.
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To prove how easy it is to get into your
network, Nuix North America conducted a
survey of 70 penetration testers at the 2016
DEFCON Conference found that 75% of
hackers can break into any network in less
than 12 hours. Even worse, 17% of survey
respondents claimed that they needed just
two hours to hack your network!6

Virus / Malware
Malware is on the opposite
side of the cyber-attack
spectrum and requires
insiders to give the hackers
access to the company’s
network (usually given unknowingly).
Malware is software intended to damage
or disable computers or systems. Think of
the Greek story of the Trojan Horse
(which is also the name of a common type
of computer virus).
A hacker uses a “phishing” [pronounced
“fishing”] tactic to lure an employee of your
company to launch the destructive software
inside your network, usually done by opening
an email attachment. Some hackers will resort
to blackmail or bribes to entice employees to
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simply click a link, which then downloads a
malware program inside your network.
Malware is becoming the biggest threat
because a hacker can create one virus and
email it to millions of people hoping to get just
a few “bites”, compared to hacking where you
focus on a single entity.
Once the virus is on your computer, it can
control that machine, infect other machines
(workstations, mobile devices, servers, backups,
etc.) on the network, and spread the virus by
sending emails to everyone in your email box.
Scary statistics about malware and phishing:
• 2016 Q3 - 18 million new malware samples
were captured2
• 390,000+ new malware samples are
reported every day3
• 4,000+ ransomware attacks occurred
every day since the beginning of 20162
• 97.25% of phishing emails contained
malware in 2016 Q3 (up from 92% in Q1)2
• 91% of successful data breaches start
with attackers infecting an endpoint
via a phishing attack [National
Counterintelligence and Security Center]3

Ransomware

DDoS

The latest form
of malware is
ransomware, and it
is so prevalent that
the FBI has taken
notice. The FBI cites ransomware as a virus that
“encrypts the files, making them inaccessible
until a specified ransom is paid. Ransomware
is typically installed when a user clicks on a
malicious link, opens a file in an email that
installs the malware, or through drive-by
downloads (which does not require userinitiation) from a compromised website.” 9

DDoS stands for
Distributed Denial of
Service, and is a cyberattack of brute force
that uses a multitude of
systems to attack a single
target. This sudden flood of incoming queries,
(whether it be messages, emails, website hits,
or login attempts,) overwhelms a network with
the intent to bog it down, with the end game
being to either gain entry through an exploited
vulnerability or to force the company to shut
down their network.

Ransomware continues to grow, up 500% from
2015 to 2016, and hackers primarily target
United States businesses. 23 Between January
2015 and April 2016, the U.S. got hit the
hardest with 28% of all global infections,
and 43% of the victims were organizations. 22

In most cases, these large scale attacks come
from a collection of compromised machines
previously hacked with malware and the
machine’s owners do not even realize their
machine is sending out spam messages.
The large volume of outbound spam messages
slows down their network
and can cause the ISP
(Internet Service Provider)
ransomware
to shut down service
temporarily.

On an average,
infects 30,000 to 35,000
devices in a month and the
FBI estimates criminals
have received $1 billion in
ransoms from it.23

It may seem odd that the goal
of a DDoS attack isn’t always
to access your network,
but to slow it down. Bogging
down your network means
CFO’s Guide to Cybersecurity Guide by My IT
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legitimate users including clients, employees,
prospective customers, and vendors cannot
access your data.
Imagine the bad publicity when a big name
is on the news because of a lack of service
caused by a DDoS attack. Even worse, think
about missing a huge sales opportunity
because a competitor or disgruntled former
employee launched a DDoS attack on your
website preventing anyone from buying
anything. That is today’s corporate warfare
and it could crush a company’s revenue for an
entire year.
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Internal Attacks
A disgruntled or malicious
employee can do even
more damage than a hacker
because most companies
do not think this person
is capable of doing such
horrible things. Also, their
methods can be deceiving,
such as Edward Snowden’s famous leak of
classified information from the National
Security Agency (NSA). Insider attacks may
be done as revenge or part of corporate
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espionage, as a competitor may hire an
employee to leak proprietary information.

“According to various estimates, at least
80 million insider attacks occur in the
United States each year. But the number
may be much higher, because they often
go unreported.” 21
IBM notes in a 2015 report, 55% of cyber
threats [on data centers] were from people with
insider access to an organization’s systems.11

Mixed Attacks
To make things even worse,
your company cannot create
a protection plan for one
of these methods because
hackers regularly use more
than one tactic. Typically,
when a criminal hacks a network, they try
multiple methods to penetrate the system.
With DDoS and malware attacks, hackers use
bots to comb the internet looking for
“open windows” (known as IP sniffing).
Also, the most common method to gain
access is through social engineering, the use
of deception to manipulate individuals into
divulging confidential or personal information
that may be used for fraudulent purposes.
The DEFCON Conference survey previously
cited found 84% of hackers use social
engineering to gather information about their
desired targets.10
Cybersecurity is a moving target as technology
and hacking methodologies continually evolve.
In that same survey, half the hackers said they
regularly change their attack methodologies
with every target, and another 38% said
they mix things up at least every six months.
Only 5% said they change tactics because old
methods were no longer

effective; although 56% said they change
tactics mainly to learn new techniques.
Hackers are getting smarter and nimbler;
companies must counter and be prepared for
whatever a hacker throws at them.

Security Professionals’
Biggest Sources of
Concern for Cyber-Attacks
Percentage of security professionals who
find each category very challenging

Threats to Employees
So far we’ve discussed
threats to the company itself.
Employees are also vulnerable
to cyber-attacks including
malware on their home
computers and mobile devices. Outside of
malware, the most common threat for an
individual is identity theft, generally executed
by phishing tactics such as emails or phone
calls to retrieve personal data like account
numbers. For example, a hacker may send a
spoof email from eBay to update their credit
card information and the link goes to a fake
website called eBuy.
Individuals can also be harassed online,
known as cyber bullying. Sometimes bullying
is through intimidating words or actions,
by catfishing (luring someone into a relationship
with a fictional online persona), or by trolling
(a deliberately offensive or provocative online
post aimed at upsetting someone or eliciting
an angry response from them).

58% - Mobile Devices

57% - Data in Public Cloud

57% - User Behavior
Data Source: Cisco 2017 Annual
Cybersecurity Report5
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Why Cyber-Attacks Occur?
If you’re a good citizen and business steward,
you’re probably struggling to wrap your head
around why someone would want to attack
your business. It comes down to two things –
fortune and fame.

Money
It is often said money is the root of all evil,
it is also a major driver of cyber-attacks.
The reason cybersecurity is finally getting
noticed and is now a board room initiative
(not just an IT concern anymore) derives from
the anonymous, virtually untraceable method to
collect money from cyber-attacks using Bitcoins
(the electronic money exchange created to
standardize international currency online).
Bitcoins allow hackers to collect
ransoms and to hire other
hackers undetected. Because
the internet is still the Wild
West when it comes to law
and order, there is little governments can do
to prevent hackers becoming rich off cyberattacks. (And no, they don’t pay taxes on their
Bitcoins either, but that is another story.)
With the average ransomware demand
increased from $294 in 2015 to $679 in 2016,
we do not see that tactic slowing down. 23
The cost may not seem high, which is why
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most companies pay the ransom and
do not cause a big fuss about it (plus the
publicity of being hacked is bad for business).
For hackers, ransomware is about volume.
Keep in mind, just paying the ransom doesn’t
mean you’ll get your data back.9 Two-thirds of
companies pay ransomware demands, but not
everyone gets their data back. 24

Other Drivers
Before money became the primary driver of
cyber-attacks, most hackers did it for fame
(within their community) and for the fun of
the challenge. Others fight for their ideology
or seek revenge. Many see cyber-attacks as
the modern-day form of corporate warfare
and espionage.
Also, your typical hacker isn’t the stereotypical
young white male computer nerd typing away
in his parent’s basement wearing a hoodie that
Hollywood likes to portray. Hackers hail from
around the world, are from both genders, and
from all ages and races.
Some hackers work alone or in small groups
found on the Dark Web, others work as
organized groups (aka mafias), even some
countries perform cyber-attacks. The United
States military treats cyberspace as a newest
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frontier for warfare, and categorize it with
land, sea, and air. Each military branch has
cyber officers and cyber defense operation
command centers monitoring the internet and
protecting our government’s network.
What makes things even worse, 52% of
organizations that suffered cyber-attacks
in 2016 aren’t making any changes to their
security in 2017. That statistic tells criminals to
keep hacking. 2

Typical Going Rate for
Data on the Dark Web
(Converted from Bitcoins
to U.S. dollars)
$12

U.S. credit card with
track data

$50

Social media account

$350

New identity with
matching utility bill

$250-$400

Counterfeit social security
cards

$100-$150

Counterfeit driver’s license

$100-$300

Cost to hack into a website

$1,000 +6%

Bank credentials

Data Source: Business Insider4

“4 out of 10 IT
professionals say
that they don’t
have the ability to
figure out whether
their organization
has been breached
or not.”

1
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Safeguards to Protect Your Business
One of the biggest mistakes companies
make with technology is seeing IT as an
expense instead of treating IT as a return
on their investment (ROI). When it comes
to cybersecurity, you need to weigh the
ROI of the investment against the potential
downtime, lost productivity, lost sales,
time to recover, and bad publicity.
Many of the safeguards we’re sharing,
some of which are free, should also coincide
with your company’s business continuity plans.
(This is why we include cyber-attacks in
disaster recovery scenarios.)
95% of companies experienced a data outage
in the past year. [Source: Ponemon Institute]
Also, prevention is key. Being penny wise and
pound foolish is absurd. Something as simple
as a strong password policy better protects
your company. Verizon found that 63% of
confirmed data breaches involved leveraging
weak, stolen, or default passwords.30

effect already. If not, build a team of experts to
protect your company, potentially a hybrid of
in-house talent and outsourced resources.
Most internal IT departments can handle the
day-to-day operations of the company’s needs,
but can’t get ahead of the curve. In fact, 4
out of 10 IT professionals say that they don’t
have the ability to figure out whether their
organization has been breached or not.31
Why can’t your in-house IT department fully
protect you?15
• 64% lack the time to manage all the
security activities
• 49% lack of internal staff to address IT
security challenges

Build a Team of Experts
As you look at these safeguards, you may
get overwhelmed by them. Breathe and take
them one at a time. A good IT support team
should have a lot of these best practices in

12
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• 48% lack the IT security budget needed to
meet those challenges
Augmenting your in-house IT talent allows
them to focus on your business’ needs.
With assistance on the security side, internal
IT professionals said they would:1
• 32% provide uninterrupted service to end
users
• 33% stay productive and focusing on other
roles/responsibilities
To maximize your budget, consider using a
Security-as-a-Service offering. In fact,
69% of the businesses surveyed already use
cybersecurity services. 20

Backups
It may sound odd, but the most important
defense against cyber-attacks is a good
backup schema. If your data is sound,
you can delete the ransomware and retrieve
your data from your backups. (Backups also
help business continuity planning if a disaster
strikes your office.)

Backups Locations
You need multiple backups in different
forms and locations to diversify your risk
management in case your company is attacked,
or if a disaster hits such as a fire or water leak.

• Local Backups - Most companies keep
a backup on-site, such as hard drives that
backup the company’s production and
archive services. The same is true if your
production server is in the cloud, you
probably have backups of that data
on-site. (The “cloud” means you’re not
using a single piece of hardware, instead
you’re using a network of virtual servers
with infinite storage. This way you don’t
have the capital investment of purchasing
new server hardware nor are you required
to maintain them.) The weakness of local
backups is they are susceptible of the
same damage as your primary data. When
backups are on-site, a fire or water leak
will destroy the local backup too.

• Offsite Backups - Many companies utilize
the cloud solely to store their backups
offsite. The beauty of offsite backups is if a
disaster hits your building, you can move to
a new location and set up shop with your
data pulling directly from offsite backups.
The weakness of backing up your data
offsite is the time to recover the data.
If you need to retrieve 20TBs of data,
it can take multiple days to download all
that data or for someone to copy that data
to hard drives and ship them to you.

• Local, Read-Only Backups – More
recently, we’ve added read-only backups
to our best practices to protect our clients
against ransomware. Many ransomware
viruses will sit on your server for months
before executing, meaning you’ve backed
up the virus to your local and offsite
backups, thus corrupting them as well.
Other malware viruses explicitly seek out
backups to force you to pay the ransom
because you have no other options.
Having a read-only version of your data
ensures a virus cannot run on that tertiary
backup and encrypt all of the data.
The key to backups is diversity and
redundancy.

Key Terms to Know
Title
RPO
(Recovery Point Objective) – The point
in time when you can recover your data.
For example, if you backup your data nightly
at 2:00 a.m., then your recovery point is 2:00
a.m. last night. If your server crashes at noon,
then you lose all the data created from 2:00
a.m. to the time the data is restored, which is
your RTO [below]. Larger companies usually
have more frequent RPOs such as within two
hours, so they do not lose hundreds of hours
of manpower from a server crash.
RTO (Recovery Time Objective) – How long it
takes to recover your data including your core
application, email, and backups. RTO usually
refers to essential data, as some data such as
archives may not be accessible immediately.
For example, your IT support team can get
your data restored from the backup within
4 hours following a server crash. This gives
you a RTO of 4 hours.
Backup Verification Report – Most IT
professionals will have an email sent to them
notifying them that the backup is there.
The problem with this method is they miss
any emails that do not hit their inbox because
they get hundreds of email reports daily. That
basic report doesn’t state if the backup works.
Request a Backup Verification Report that
proves the backup is not only there, but confirms
that it can be booted up and utilized when
needed, otherwise the backup may be useless.
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Redundant Internet

Firewall
Your firewall is a network security system
that prevents unauthorized access to and
from your private network. This can be either
hardware or software, or a combination of
both, and your firewall is your first line of
defense against a cyber-attack.

primary firewall’s role if the main unit fails.
Without a second firewall, you’d have to
wait for your IT team to come to your office
to switch out and configure a new firewall,
costing you hours of network downtime and
unproductive employees.

If your firewall fails, you become a prime
target because you have a huge hole in your
network allowing anyone in.

FWaaS also provides your IT support team a
single management console to push updates
across the entire network and to change
configurations as needed because in today’s
cybersecurity climate, you cannot set a
firewall and forget about it for years.

A good IT firm will suggest a firewall that
utilizes a deep packet inspection (DPI)
instead a basic review of traffic. DPI is a
more advanced way to find, identify, classify,
reroute or block packets with specific data
or code payloads that conventional packet
filtering, which examines only packet headers,
cannot detect. DPI can also select high
priority messages and throttle data transfers
to prevent abuse and to improve network
performance.
We also suggest Firewall-as-a-Service (FWaaS)
because it provides a better security solution
and doesn’t require the capital investment
of purchasing a single firewall. With most
FWaaS agreements, the vendor will provide
two physical firewalls with the second being
intentionally unlicensed. This second unit
provides maximum redundancy because it
will instantly become licensed and take the

14
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In the past, we recommended a second
internet connection for business continuity
reasons, but it wasn’t necessary for
cybersecurity concerns. Because internet
providers (ISPs) are prime targets for hacks,
ransomware, and especially DDoS attacks,
we now also suggest redundant internet
connections in case the primary connection
gets sluggish or is shut down. (In 2016, most
of the Northeast lost internet due to a largescale DDoS attack on ISPs.)
You can also use your second internet
connection to push backups offsite more
frequently, which decreases your RPO

(Recovery Point Objective) without interfering
with your team’s productivity. (They’ll be
utilizing the primary internet connection.)
A second connection can also be used for load
balancing in offices with high bandwidth needs.
In some cases, we’re recommending clients
utilize a wireless option as a tertiary
connection to provide more geodiversity.
For example, if a car hits a utility pole or a
construction crew digs up a cable, it will most
likely affect fiber, cable, and telephone wires
so your primary and secondary connections
can both go out. A wireless option gives you
that just-in-case option to still run vital things
like your core application or to process credit
cards. In case you’re unaware, credit cards
with the chip require a live connection to
process them, and they cannot be batch
processed later or manually collected.
(This third internet option is more for disaster

recovery than cybersecurity, but you see how
the two strategies can utilize similar resources.)

Patch & Anti-Virus
Management
A vital aspect of cybersecurity that most
DIY (Do It Yourself) IT professionals do not
perform is updating their hardware and
software, including their anti-virus program.
390,000+ new malware samples are reported
every day, so hardware manufacturers and
software developers regularly patch holes
and known vulnerabilities with updates to
better protect your network. 3 Do not delay in
installing these security updates because by
the time a typical patch is released, it can be
30-90 days after the vulnerability is known to
the IT community, which is already after the
hacker community knows about it.

Do not delay in installing these security
updates because by the time a typical
patch is released, it can be 30-90 days
after the vulnerability is known to the
IT community, which is already after

Ask your IT support
team about the patch
management plan and
regularly check their
patch logs to ensure
your machines are best
protected.

Spam & Email

Secure Your Wi-Fi
Title

One of the most overlooked entry points
to a business’ network is their wireless
connection. A good IT firm will suggest
hiding your network, which requires a
user to know the connection name and
password.
We take wireless connections a step
further and suggest using your secondary
internet for a guest wireless network
for clients, customers, and employees
using personal phones. For example, a
patient would log onto the guest network
at a doctor’s office, which utilizes the
secondary internet connection.
Left unsecured, a hacker can use bots
to overwhelm your wireless internet
connection with data packets (something
a firewall with deep packet inspection
would prevent), and make your internet
sluggish or use it for DDoS attacks on
someone else. This tactic keeps the
hacker anonymous and gives you a
big mess, as many email and internet
providers will blacklist your company’s
IP address, meaning your clients,
prospects, and vendors will not receive
your day-to-day emails.

the hacker community knows about it.
CFO’s Guide to Cybersecurity Guide by My IT
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Filtering
Since email is the most likely way a virus and
ransomware can deploy on your network,
many Anti-Spam providers are now offering
Advanced Threat Detection (ATD).
ATD offers you many safeguards including
scanning all incoming emails for potential
viruses in attachments (including pdfs and
images) and scanning links that go to potentially
threatening websites. This attachment and
link scan usually takes 5-10 seconds and if it
detects something, that email does not come
to your inbox. You can also submit a file to the
system to see if it is a threat.

Additionally, once the system determines the
file is malicious or safe, the provider notifies
their entire system to protect all of their users
and to expedite scanning of safe attachments.
This quick update deployment is called
Zero Day detection because it notifies the
system the day the threat was found, which
nips the spread of the virus and protects
your company because the virus has the least
possible chance of entering your network.
Some providers also offer a Zero Hour
guarantee that provides detection within an
hour of discovery.

ROI of Cybersecurity
As the CFO, you need to assess your Return
on Investment (ROI) of everything, including
your risk versus the cost of cybersecurity.
Questions to Ask Yourself:
- What is my company’s exposure?
(Rate security as a percentage from 0
[minimal] to 100 [highly secure]?)
- Are our employees well-trained in
cybersecurity?
- How much does downtime cost us
per hour?

(Cost of downtime +
cost of lost clients & sales)

x Maximum Risk [Percentage]
Versus
Cost of cybersecurity efforts
+ Minimized Risk [Percentage]
X (Cost of downtime +
cost of lost clients & sales)

- How much would a breach affect our sales?
- What compliances must we adhere to?

16
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Web Filtering
You can block your employees from going to
potentially harmful websites and portions
of websites such as suspicious ads with web
filtering. Merely blocking potentially harmful
ads is important because 75% of organizations
have been affected by adware infections.
You can adjust the settings for your needs
and ban websites that are not work safe or just
unproductive for your employees.5

Encrypted emails, also known as secure
or confidential emails, send a link to the
recipient instead of the entire message.
The recipient must click the link, log in
with their username and password,
and then they can view the email.
This method ensures only the intended
recipient will see the message, instead
of it appearing to anyone in sight of their
smartphone’s notification screen.

If you provide your employees mobile phones,
you can also restrict access to video streaming
websites like Netflix, Hulu, and YouTube to only
be accessible when connected to a wireless
network so they do not eat up your data plans.
(Not a security risk, but good for your budget.)

Secure emails are required for
companies that must comply
with HIPAA and PCI regulations.

Some web filtering options may include a
daily allowance that throttles bandwidth
speeds when users consume too much data.
This prevents employees from using their
monthly data in a few weeks (or days) and
prevents you from getting unexpected charges.

Monitoring

Encrypting Emails
To protect data leaving your office from falling
into the wrong hands or from being seen by
the wrong person, you can send encrypted
emails from Outlook with a subscription that
costs just $2.00 a month per user.

(Medical providers must also use
secure texts for the same reason.)

A simple way to detect when a cyber-attack
is happening is with monitoring systems
and alert notifications. To detect a potential
DDoS attack or attempted hacks to your
system, actively monitor your firewall logs.
You can also monitor your outbound
bandwidth to detect a virus sending spam
messages from your office before your ISP
turns off your connectivity.
Any systems that users log into, like a website
or workstation, should monitor login attempts
and automatically shut down access if a user
tries to log in after 3-5 attempts.

CFO’s Guide to Cybersecurity Guide by My IT
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Remember, 4 out of 10 IT professionals
don’t have the ability to figure out whether
their organization has been breached or not.
Companies without IT support are less likely
to know if anything suspicious is happening
until it is too late to do anything about it.

Training Personnel & Policies
As we mentioned, prevention is key to
cybersecurity. Your employees are your
biggest asset and biggest risk when it comes to
protecting your company from a cyber-attack.

Zero Cost Best Practices to Better
Protect Your Company:

Simply changing your password often protects
your company following a large data breach
from household names like Yahoo!, LinkedIn,
and AdultFriendFinder, which exposed
over 3.2 billion users’ passwords in 2016.19
Hackers will use those email and password
combinations and try to gain access to other
websites (known as credential stuffing)
because most people use the same password
for multiple logins.
Implement, train, and enforce each of
these best practices and create policies

Yes, those are real instances and both could
have been prevented with someone verifying
the email with a simple phone call or text to
confirm the requests were valid.

Simply requiring all employees to password-protect their mobile devices can be the
difference between a million-dollar breach and just a lost $500 piece of equipment.

• Require individual logins to all
workstations
• Require passcodes on all mobile devices
• Require all non-company mobile devices
use guest wireless connection
• Require two-factor authentication for all
core applications
• Require strong passwords (no using
123456 or password)
• Require password change every 120 days
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to protect your company from a phishing
email, such as someone posing as the CEO
and requesting HR to send her all of the
employees’ personal records with social
security numbers, or a CFO that transferred
millions of dollars into an account that the
CEO requested via email.
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Physical Security
Don’t overlook obvious holes in your physical
security either. You probably do not need a
sophisticated camera monitoring system or
biometric scanning devices. You need to do
some common sense things to shore up any
vulnerabilities such as locking up your server.
One way to hack a server is to physically steal
it and then hackers have time to get what they
want off of it. If you already have a server
room or phone closet, limit access to it by
having a separate set of keys made or limit
key card access to necessary people. Verify
unexpected utility workers asking to access
your network or server with your IT team.

(Also, don’t forget that room needs a cooling
system because server closets get hot fast.)

user does not have to wait by the printer long
after entering the passcode.

You can protect your data from thieves, even
if your device is stolen or lost, by encrypting
your hard drive. Hard drive encryption is a
low-cost software added to each device and
it doesn’t impact the productivity of the user.
Our best practice is to encrypt every laptop
hard drive.

Additionally, we suggest always using
encrypted thumb drives because you do not
know what is on a free promotional thumb
drive. You even need to take precautions
when you get a thumb drive straight out of
the packaging. Just a few years ago, many
companies were hit by a wicked computer
virus that came preloaded onto thumb drives
from the overseas manufacturer.

Simple ways to protect your data includes
requiring passcodes on your printer and fax to
print sensitive data. This ensures confidential
material doesn’t sit on the printer for everyone
in the office to see or take (even accidentally).
Don’t worry, the printer spools the job so the
Don’t forget that
hackers can physically
steal your servers or
log into your network
on your premises.
Cybersecurity can’t
ignore physical security
and solely think
hackers can access
your company’s
data online.

Furthermore, when decommissioning your
devices, you should require your IT support
team to pull your hard drives and shred
them. This process is known as Hard Drive
Destruction (HDD) and is the best way to
protect your data from being stolen from a
discarded hard drive. Thieves will dig in your
dumpster looking for hard drives because
even one with a few hundred records can
score them $10,000 online. If they’re lucky
to find medical data, they could sell it for
millions of dollars!
Recycling your computers, instead of throwing
them away, is better for the environment, but
still puts your data at risk because the drives
are intact and the data on them is retrievable.
Create a policy to pull your hard drives and
shred them before recycling the hardware.
Most hard drive destruction companies

CFO’s Guide to Cybersecurity Guide by My IT
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recycle the raw materials once they’ve been
ripped to shreds. (Note: Many states forbid the
disposal of computer and network hardware
because of the materials in them.)

out your expenses and replace 30 computers
one year, then a server and 15 computers the
following year, and so on. This balances out the
cost and keeps your operations and budgets
running smoothly.

Lifecycle Management

Another possibility is to consider renting your
hardware. Many IT firms offer a subscription
model for servers, known as Infrastructureas-a-Service (IaaS) and for computers, known
as Workstation-as-a-Service (WaaS). (Our firm
also offers Security & Compliance services in
a subscription model as well.) A subscription
model ensures all of your needs are met
without the big capital investments, and if
something breaks the hardware gets switched
out. Subscriptions make budgeting easy
and having the right equipment keeps your
company safer.

A good way to ensure your hardware does
not get hacked is to keep the software up to
date with updates and patches. To do that,
your hardware needs to be supported and
we suggest always having it under warranty,
which in most cases is 5 years for professional
grade machines.
It may sound cheaper to run computers and
servers until they drop dead, but running
outdated software on slower processors costs
your company in lost productivity. Also, you
can shut down the entire company when the
ticking “time bomb” goes off and your server
finally dies. It isn’t like you can run to the local
big box electronics store to get a new server.
Having a lifecycle management plan also
helps you forecast and budget your expenses
so you can plan accordingly. If you have 100
computers and 3 servers, you know you need
to replace them eventually – it’s not like you
still need to decide if an employee needs a
computer anymore. Instead of waiting for
devices to perish and getting a surprise hit
to your budget when you least want it, plan
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Lifecycle management is cheaper in
the long run and keeps your employees
running optimally.

Assessments & Audits
Like everything in life, you don’t know what
you don’t know. We suggest hiring a good IT
firm (ahem – My IT) to do a Cybersecurity Risk
Assessment, which will provide a baseline of
where you’re at currently with your security
and suggestions to make improvements.
An audit will prove you’ve made improvements
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to securing your data, which is required
for some compliances (like HIPAA) and to get
cyber insurance.

Cyber Insurance
Most business liability plans do not include
coverage for cyber-attacks or data breaches.
We suggest adding this rider to your current
policy or getting a separate cyber liability
insurance coverage (CLIC) to mitigate the costs
incurred from a cyber-related security breach.
This type of policy generally covers forensic
investigation to determine how the breach
happened (to prevent it from happening
again), business losses, notifying all parties
and clients involved, and any lawsuits
stemmed from the attack.
For most companies, cyber insurance is cheap
(like $1,200 a year for a $1 million policy),
especially when weighed against the cost of
an attack which can run $20,000 to multiple
millions of dollars.
Don’t fool yourself into thinking you do not
need to protect your company if you have
cyber insurance because most of these
insurance policies require you to put certain
safeguards in place.

CFO’s Guide to Cybersecurity Guide by My IT
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Debunking Common Myths Companies
Make about Cybersecurity
One of the biggest obstacles with cybersecurity
is that company executives do not think they
need to protect themselves until it is too
late and they’ve been attacked. Remember,
prevention is the best way to protect yourself,
and a heck of a lot cheaper too.

Myths Executives Make Up to
Sleep Better at Night:
• We’re Too Small to Get Targeted –
Your company may not be a target,
but that doesn’t stop bots from finding your
“open windows” and attacking you because
they found an easy target, one they know
doesn’t have enterprise-level safeguards.
Per Inc., nearly half of all cyber-attacks
target small businesses.14

• Mobile Phones Can’t Get Infected –
Smartphones are not phones, they’re
portable computers with a phone application.
They can get viruses and mobile devices
are a prime carrier of malware, second only
to email attachments. In fact, cybercriminals
commonly exploit smartphones that haven’t
been updated.16
• Macs Can’t Get Viruses – While Apple users
were not the primary target of viruses for
many years because hackers preferred to
attack a larger percentage of businesses and
personal users, Macs are a target now and
they do get viruses (including iPhones).

• Cybersecurity is Too Expensive – A single
DDoS attack can cripple your network for
days and a single malware virus can take
50+ hours to remediate. ”An ounce of
prevention is worth a pound of cure.” –
Benjamin Franklin

• I Trust All of My Employees – Trust is a good
feeling and you can rest easier at night
knowing you have the right processes in
place too. Just like you wouldn’t give your
employees the chance to steal money from
you, don’t give them the opportunity to take
data either. Have individual logins, change
passwords (especially after an employee
leaves), and enforce your policies.

• We’re Not Online – We don’t hear this
excuse much anymore since nearly every
business is online these days, at least with
email, but keep in mind that your employees
have personal mobile devices and they can
steal data via thumb drives and CDs.

• I’d Know If My Network Has a Virus –
Remember, prevention is better than
remediation and nearly half of IT pros don’t
know if they have a virus or not. Monitor
your bandwidth and login attempts, and do
not ignore the warning signs.
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• No One Can Make Us Do It –
The government might require your business
to follow certain cybersecurity guidelines
such as HIPAA for medical providers,
FDIC for banks, and PCI compliance for
every business that takes credit cards!

Author & Designer

Conclusion - What’s Next?
Now you know a lot more about cybersecurity including how hackers
can affect your business, and the safeguards you need to take to
protect your business from them.

Perryn Olson

My IT’s Cybersecurity Team

Start by evaluating your company’s current cybersecurity plan and
what you already have in place. You can start by doing this yourself,
and then we suggest having an IT firm do an assessment to provide
specific suggestions and give you more insight into how to protect
your specific network and company.

David Bourgeois

Patrick Leonard

Chris Gonzales

Stephen Tullos
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Michael Erdman
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Glossary
Access Control - Controlling what data users
or user groups can see, share, or edit.
Adware - A software that displays advertising
and includes a code to obtain a user’s
personal information or to track actions.
Authentication - The process to verify a user’s
identity.
Blacklisting - Filtering known harmful email
addresses, websites, or users based on
specific parameters or via a list.
Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) - A policy
where companies authorize users to use
personally owned devices.
Certification - Declaration that specified
requirements have been met.
Clear Screen Policy - A company policy
directing users to protect the contents of
their screen from opportunistic hackers.
Cloud - Data storage or computing services
from remote servers, opposed to on-site.
Cyber Bullying - Sending or posting harmful,
cruel, rude or threatening messages, or
slanderous information, text or images on
the internet (common on social networks).
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Cyber-Attack - Malicious attempts to damage,
disrupt, or gain authorized access to a
computer system, network, or device.
Declaration of Conformity - Confirmation
issued by the creator or supplier of a product
that requirements have been met. Also
known as Inspection Certificate.
Distrubuted Denial of Service (DDoS) A cyber-attack of brute force that uses
a multitude of systems to attack a single
target. The sudden flood of incoming
queries (messages, hits, or login attempts)
overwhelms a system to bog it down and
ultimately force it to shut down. Also known
as a Brute Force Attack or a Dictionary Attack.
Domain Hijacking - When a hacker blocks
access to a website and replaces it with
another (malicious) website.
Domain Name System (DNS) - The process
the internet uses to locate websites.
Domain names are easier for users to
remember than IP address.
Dumpster Diving - The act of recovering files,
letters, memos, photographs, IDs, passwords,
checks, account statements, credit card
offers and hard drives from garbage cans and
recycling bins to commit identity theft.
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Encryption - The transformation of data to
securely hide its information and content.
Firewall - Hardware or software designed to
prevent unauthorized access to a network.
Gap Analysis - The comparison of actual
performance against expected or required
performance, such as a compliance.
Hacker - An unauthorized individual who
attempts to access a computer or network.
Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) - Providing
computing infrastructure (such as server
or storage capacity) as a remotely provided
service accessed online.
Internet of Things (IoT) - The ability for noncomputer objects to connect to the internet.
Internet Service Provider (ISP) - Company
that provides access to the internet.
Intrusion Detection System (IDS) - Program
or device used to identify unauthorized
attempts to access a network or resources.
Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) - Program
or device used to block unauthorized access.
IP (Internet Protocol) Address - A computer’s
inter-network address, written as a series
of four 8-bit numbers separated by periods,
such as 123.45.678.990.

IP Sniffing - Using bots to search the internet
for openings in networks. A hacker will use
this method to place malware on a device.

Security Information and Event Management
(SIEM) - The process that aggregates, sorts,
and correlates network data to identify
suspicious activities.

Keyboard Logger - A virus, software,
or physical device that logs keystrokes.
Hackers use it to capture private information
such as passwords and personal information.

Social Engineering - Manipulating someone
to carry out specific actions or divulge
information to use for a cyber-attack.

Malware - Software intended to infiltrate and
damage, disable, or control computers with
malicious code.

Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) - Providing
software applications remotely via the
internet.

Password Sniffing - Passive wiretapping to
obtain passwords.

Spear Phishing - A phishing technique where
the email is designed to look like it’s from a
person the recipient knows and trusts.

Patch - A security update released by a
software manufacturer to fix known bugs
and vulnerabilities in existing programs.
Phishing - Method used by criminals in which
they send a spoof email to deceive users
into clicking a link to a fake website to
download malware or to obtain confidential
information like user names and passwords.
Risk Assessment - The process of identifying,
analyzing, and evaluating a network’s risk.
Router - Hardware that directs messages
within or between networks.
Screen Scraper - A virus or device that logs
information sent to a visual display to
capture private or personal information.

Spyware - Malware that shares information
about a user’s computer activities with
a hacker.
SSL (Secure Socket Layer) - An encryption
system that protects the privacy of data
exchanged between a website and the user.

Virus - Malicous software loaded onto a
computer that can control the computer
without the user’s knowledge.
Whitelisting - A form of filtering that only
allows connections to a pre-approved list.
Worm - Malicious software that replicates
itself to spread and infiltrate other
computers.
Zero Day / Hour Vulernability - Recently
discovered vulnerabilities or viruses that
hackers can exploit before the software,
network, or data can be secured.
Zombie Computer - A device with a virus that
allows an external user to control it.
Infected computers can be used to deceive
authorities on the hacker’s location and
joined with other infected computers for
large-scale DDoS attacks.

Two-Factor Authentication (2FA) - Using
two different components to verify a
user’s identity. Also known as Multi-Factor
Authentication.
Virtual Private Network (VPN) - A secure
channel between specific computers or
networks that cannot be accessed by other
users of the same wide area network.
CFO’s Guide to Cybersecurity Guide by My IT
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About My IT
My IT is a leading IT firm based in the Metro New Orleans area with
specialized expertise working with construction companies, medical
practices, auto dealerships and rapid growth companies. We work as
our client’s IT departments or augment their in-house IT department’s
talents and we take our client’s business personally and leverage
technology to overcome their unique challenges, hence the name My IT.
It all comes down to three things, being Proactive, Protective,
and Personal.
Proactive – We spend the time up-front to prevent disruptions to
your business because that impacts your profitability. We’re efficient,
automate redundant processes, and track everything with real-time
dashboards. Because of our innovative processes and our best-inclass software and hardware, we can monitor and mitigate most
problems before they ever arise.
Protective - We protect your network and data, and have a
proprietary backup software that you won’t find anywhere else.
We utilize best-in-class products and services to protect your system
from virus, attacks, and spam.
Personal – You’re never just an unknown network to us. We get to
know you and understand how your business works and how your
team utilizes technology. With My IT, you have a dedicated support
team that proactively manages your network and takes ownership in
our relationship. After all, our name is My IT.
Because of these three aspects of our company, we can manage
thousands of users and devices and have less daily client support
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issues, which 98% of the
IT industry cannot say.
We have less tickets than
our peers and we clear
most of them within an hour,
meaning we don’t get
behind and aren’t reactive
like a lot of IT firms.
Also, the expertise learned
from our clients’ industries
(including HIPAA &
PCI IT compliance) allows us specialized processes, software, and
understanding that saves them headaches and money.
We’re focused on getting ROI and seek the right relationships with
clients, employees, and partners that believe in our mission of being
proactive and efficient.
Being Protective, we had to become masters of cybersecurity.
We work with each client to create custom solutions to protect their
network without sacrificing productivity. Since we’re based in the
Metro New Orleans area, which is prone to the occasional hurricane,
many of our cybersecurity efforts dove tail well with disaster recovery
planning to maximize our client’s budgets.
If you’re looking for a proactive, business-minded IT firm with
a personal touch, we’d like to talk. Learn more about My IT and
cybersecurity at www.MyITsupport.com.
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